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We are here to serve...

ABOUT US
OUR VISION
To be a beacon of excellence in the provision of fiscal services
and facilitation of trade and travel.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to promote economic development through
efficient revenue generation and trade facilitation. This is
achieved by:
Developing competent and motivated staff;
Using environmentally sustainable processes; and
Engaging with the global community in a socially
responsible way.

OUR MANDATE
The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority derives its mandate from the
Revenue Authority Act (Chapter 23:11) and other subsidiary
legislation. Its mandate is to:
Collect revenue;
Facilitate trade and travel;
Advise Government on fiscal and economic matters;
Protect civil society.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACG
AfDB
AIDS
ASYCUDA
ATAF
ATM
BSC
CGT
CGWT
COMESA
DFIR
DGC
GDP
IAS
ICT
IMF
IODZ
IRBM
ISO
LAN
MM
MPO
MOFED
NEC
ODA
OSBP
PAYE
PPPs
PRINCE2
QMS
RBZ
RIB
SADC
SAP
TIP
VAT
WAN
WCO
WTO
ZCBTA
ZIMASSET
ZIMRA
ZIMSTAT
ZINARA
ZRA

Acting Commissioner General
African Development Bank
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Automated Systems for Customs Data
African Tax Administration Forum
Automated Teller Machine
Balanced Scorecard
Capital Gains Tax
Capital Gains Withholding Tax
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
Dividends, Fees, Interest and Remittances
Disciplinary and Grievances Committee
Gross Domestic Product
International Accounting Standards
Information Communication Technology
International Monetary Fund
Institute of Directors Zimbabwe
Integrated Results Based Management
International Standards Organisation
Local Area Network
Modigliani–Miller
Modernisation Projects Office
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development
National Employment Council
Official Development Assistance
One Stop Border Post
Pay As You Earn
Public Private Partnerships
Projects In Controlled Environment
Quality Management System
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
Removal In Bond
Southern African Development Community
Systems Application and Product
Temporary Import Permit
Value Added Tax
Wide Area Network
World Customs Organisation
World Trade Organisation
Zimbabwe Cross Border Traders’ Association
Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable Socio-economic Transformation
Zimbabwe Revenue Authority
Zimbabwe National Statistics Agency
Zimbabwe National Roads Administration
Zambia Revenue Authority
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ZIMRA QUALITY POLICY
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BOARD CHAIR’S FOREWORD

Mrs W. Bonyongwe, ZIMRA Board Chairperson
INTRODUCTION
GENERAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
It is with a sense of accomplishment that I present, on behalf of the Zimbabwe Revenue
Authority (ZIMRA) Board, the Annual Report of ZIMRA for the year ended 31 December
2017.
The year 2017 remained challenging for industry and individuals due to shortages of cash
and foreign currency. However, despite this, the economy remained resilient, registering
an estimated real growth rate of 3.7% in 2017 from 0.7% in 2016. The favourable growth
was underpinned by positive growth outcomes from the agriculture, mining, electricity
generation, tourism and communication sectors. The manufacturing sector, nevertheless,
remained subdued. Furthermore, the level of business confidence and optimism within the
business sector improved during the year (CZI Business Confidence Index, 4 th Quarter,
2017).
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The country’s overall balance of payments situation remained under pressure despite exports
rising by 18% during the year. International remittances, and foreign direct investment flows
declined by 11%, and 31.37% respectively during the period under review. On the contrary,
imports remained high due to increased demand for raw materials and equipment by the productive sectors, as well as for conspicuous consumption. As a result, the country experienced
foreign currency shortages. The shortages were exacerbated by the continuing low confidence
in the banking sector which led to flight of cash from the banks and an increase in informal
monetary transactions and significant externalization of foreign currency. Confidence drives the
banking business and therefore, restoring financial sector confidence remains key to effective
financial intermediation that is important for sustainable economic development. Financial
deepening is a necessary condition for economic development and growth.
Inflation growth was minus 0.9% in December 2016, and averaged 0.9% in 2017. However,
the resurgence of the parallel exchange market and the consequent multi pricing structure leading a sustained increase in the general price level particularly in the last quarter of 2017 and are
driving inflation growth rapidly. Consequently, Inflation growth closed 2017 at 3.5%, a rise of
about six fold compared to December 2016. The liquidity and foreign exchange challenges will
continue to exert inflationary pressures on the economy. The other major cause of inflation is
the unsustainable and rising budget deficit whose financing is being done through the issuance
of Treasury Bills and Reserve Bank overdraft has contributed to distortions facing the country.
Despite the aforesaid economic challenges in 2017, ZIMRA performed reasonably well on
the back of various initiatives introduced during the year.
Revenue Performance
Gross annual collections were US$3.978 billion and this saw the Authority surpass the
target of US$3.4 billion by 17%, and previous year collections by 14.9%. Net revenue
collections for the year 2017 improved by 14.32% from the 2016 collections. The
performance can be attributed to:
Revenue enhancement measures;
A firm stance against corruption; and
Automation, which improved compliance by taxpayers.
The Authority continued to enhance its systems in order to curb revenue leakages and
contribute towards the Ease-of-Doing Business reforms and providing uninterrupted and
seamless service to Taxpayers. The Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS) was launched
in May 2017 in order to address transit fraud that continued to threaten domestic
industry. I am happy to report that results from the ECTS have been encouraging.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE
Board Constitution and Composition
The Authority has a duly constituted ten-member Board of Directors appointed by the
Minister of Finance and Economic Development in line with the Revenue Authority Act.
Nine of the Board Members are non-executive while the executive member is the
Commissioner General. The Chairperson of the Board is a non-executive member. The
Board is diverse in terms of gender and the skills mix. There are four female and six male
members. The skills mix of the ZIMRA Board consists of members in the fields of
accounting, business management, governance, law, town planning, statistics, taxation and
economics, among other key areas of specialisation. Due to the reality that Revenue
collection is driven by Information Communication Technology (ICT), it is critical to have
an ICT expert on the ZIMRA Board.
Statement of compliance
The Board complied with provisions of the relevant legislative frameworks as briefly
demonstrated below:
The Authority fully complied with the Provisions of Section 23 of the Revenue
Authority Act with regards to the submission of reports to the Minister of Finance
and Economic Development on its operations, undertakings and activities;
ZIMRA’s accounts and systems were audited by the Office of the Auditor General
in accordance with the provisions of the Revenue Authority Act, Public Finance
Management Act [Chapter 22:19] and the Audit and Exchequer Act [Chapter
22:03];
Several Internal Audit assignments were conducted during the year to strengthen
internal control systems and processes, in line with statutory provisions; and
Collective Bargaining Negotiations were held during the year in accordance with
the Provisions of the Labour Act [Chapter 28:01].
Disclosure and Transparency
The Authority prepares published Annual Reports, which are distributed as printed copies,
published in the local media and posted on the ZIMRA website and intranet. The Board
Chairperson also publishes Quarterly Revenue Performance and Monthly Revenue
Outturn Reports in order to ensure full disclosure and transparency of the Authority’s
operations.
Corporate Governance Assessment
As part of our desire to enhance Governance practices, the Board engaged the Institute of
Directors Zimbabwe (IODZ) to conduct a Corporate Governance assessment during the
year. The results indicated that ZIMRA fared well in the quality of its Corporate
Governance practices.
I am happy to report that the Authority has since started implementing the
recommendations by IODZ as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Implementation status of the IODZ recommendations
Recommendation
1

Code of Ethics

2

Code of Conduct

3

Annual General
Meeting
Perception
Survey

4

5

Annual Report

Status
Drafting commenced. The Code of Ethics will be presented
for approval by the Board of Directors in 2018
Developed and aligned the Code of Conduct with Public
Entities Bill. The Board Code of Conduct fully complies with
the National Code on Corporate Governance and approval
is awaiting enactment of Public Entities Bill.
To be held by 13 July 2018
To be held by 30 June 2018
Key elements of the ZIMRA Code of Ethics will be included
in the 2018 Annual Report.
Important excerpts of the Report will be posted on the
ZIMRA website to enhance disclosure and transparency

Forensic Audits
Forensic audits done in 2016 showed risks that required urgent redress. In response, the
Board strengthened the governance structures and risk management systems. Further, the
Board instituted pragmatic measures to address issues raised by the external Forensic
Auditors as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Addressing forensic audit findings
Risk Area
1

2

Risk Issue
Strategic Response
ASYCUDA System Application
Reduced:
Technology Control weaknesses
- Embarked on AYSCUDA
Risk
upgrade to Version 4.3.2
ICT systems security and governance
- Revised ICT Security Policy
weakness
and Acceptable Use Policy.
SAP system mismanagement
- Improved Internal Controls
and Operating Procedures
Management overrides of internal Reduced:
Fraud and controls
- Legal and Disciplinary
Employee
action including dismissals
Abuse of funds and financial
Malfeasance indiscipline
taken and publicised.
Risk
Management of Executive payroll - Risk profiled Clearing
Agencies and instituted
and benefits
recovery measures
Falsified declarations on imports
Weaknesses in procurement of goods - Improved Internal Controls
and Operating Procedures
and services
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Systems Health Check
Over and above the interventions mentioned above, the Board sanctioned a Systems
Health Check and Revenue Assurance audit to assess the integrity and effectiveness of the
ICT systems and controls.
Corruption
The Board took a zero tolerance to corruption stance, and it has introduced various anticorruption initiatives to address the challenge. To this end, measures such as the launch of
the toll-free hotlines, asset declarations and life-style audits for staff members were
introduced. Furthermore, the Internal Audit, Electronic Cargo Tracking and Loss Control
functions were enhanced during the year resulting in:
Structural changes including regrading some of the critical positions;
Refocusing of the divisional mandates; and
Recruiting additional critical skills.
The Authority continues to strengthen its strategic divisions by continuously recruiting the
right people especially in the Loss Control Division.
AUTOMATION
Technology is driving processes and businesses across the globe. It is in line with this global
development that ZIMRA has continued to embrace technology. The Authority embraced
E-Government, enhanced its Electronic Cargo Tracking System, Tax Management System
and ASYCUDA during the period under review.
Table 3 succinctly details the major aspects of the Authority’s Automation drive as at 31
December 2017.
Table 3: Update on Automation as at 31 December 2017
Automation Aspect
1

Electronic
Cargo Tracking

Remarks
Achieved real time transit cargo tracking up to the point of exit,
with a total of 6,137 trucks sealed.
Legislative provisions in Statutory Instrument (SI) 113 of 15
September 2017 stipulated Fines on ECTS violations.
Has acted as deterrence to potential perpetrators of transit
fraud. 57 cases of geo-fence violations and seal tampering were
dealt with and $262,230 collected in fines, while four fuel
tankers were seized. The funds collected will be used to finance
procurement of additional seals.
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2 Tax
Management
System

3 ASYCUDA
World

Excise duty collected on fuels increased by 4.7% to
$531,406,353 from $507,217,614 last year.
The Board introduced further initiatives to extend ECTS to
Removals in Bond and direct imports so as to decongest the
borders.
2,792 Business Partners were registered for fiscalisation
while 7,986 clients were interfaced during the year.
Made it administratively easier for the taxpayers to comply with
the Tax Laws.
Efficient recording systems, less paper work and reduced cost of
compliance for clients.
Efficiency in business control and management for traders.
Efficient collection systems and reduction in the cost of collection
for the Authority.
Shorter audit periods for ZIMRA and minimised tax fraud.
Disaster recovery was successful after the system breakdown in
December 2017. Implemented a strategy of setting up two
interconnected backup servers with one of them offsite.
Stronger stakeholder partnership co-operation established with
UNCTAD
System upgrade embarked on

Electronic Cargo Tracking
The ZIMRA Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS) has been rated a success by the
equipment suppliers. It is noteworthy that the system greatly assisted in ensuring
transit cargo compliance and addressing transit fraud that remains a major challenge
for landlocked countries.
Tax Management System
The Tax Management System greatly assisted in promoting voluntary compliance.
ASYCUDA System
The Authority experienced some challenges with the ASYCUDA system that
inconvenienced clients and the travelling public during the year. The Board has since
acquired three top of the range servers, enhanced the Disaster Recovery process, and
started upgrading the ASYCUDA system from Version 4.2.0 to the latest available version
4.3.2 from UNCTAD. The Authority remains committed to providing excellent service to
its stakeholders in line with its motto “we are here to serve.”
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Systems and Processes
In 2013, ZIMRA embarked on ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System (QMS)
implementation process. The Standards Association of Zimbabwe (SAZ) has since audited
all ZIMRA Stations. The findings were encouraging and hopefully the Authority will be
certified in 2018.
SUSTAINABILITY AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Sustainable businesses are underpinned by three basic pillars namely, economic,
environmental and social sustainability. The Authority will continue to closely monitor its
performance in terms of the said pillars. Economic sustainability is a measure of the extent
to which the Authority is able to collect revenues that will sustain Government operations.
The drive towards automation is partly aimed at promoting environmental sustainability.
Further, the social footprint is visible in some of the Authority’s Social Responsibility
programmes including the Charity Fund that supported the following less privileged
communities in 2017:
1. Alpha Cottages Masvingo
2. Bumhudzo Old People’s Home Chitungwiza
3. Chengetanai Old People’s Home Hurungwe
4. Daisy Dube Children’s Home Chipinge
5. Entembeni Bulawayo
6. Enthandweni Orphanage Bulawayo
7. Ida Wekwako Old Peopls Home Marondera
8. Jairos Jiri Children’s Home Rusape, Southerton Harare and Zvishavane
9. Manhinga Children’s Home
10. Mazowe Old People’s Home
11. Mother of Good Hope Orphanage Hwange
12. Mother of Peace Mutoko
13. Mucheke Old People’s Home Masvingo
14. Rugare Old People’s Home Kwekwe
15. Zororayi Old People’s Home Mutare
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT CHANGES
The former Commissioner General Mr. G. T. Pasi resigned from the post of Commissioner
General with effect from 22 May 2017. In order to stabilise operations and provide
leadership to the Authority, the Board appointed Mr H Kuzvinzwa to act as Commissioner
General in 2017.
The Board would like to thank Mr. Pasi for his hard work and commitment in building
and growing ZIMRA since its inception in 2001. The Board also wishes to extend its
gratitude to Mr H Kuzvinzwa, for leading the Authority during the transition period.
Given the departure of some of the Executive and Senior Management, the Board made
the following appointments:
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Ms. Faith Mazani as the Commissioner General with effect from 1 February 2018;
Mr. Charles Jaure as the Commissioner Investigations with effect from 1 June 2017
Mrs. Betty Chimbera as Deputy Director Human Resources and Human Capital
Development with effect from 12 June 2017.
Ms. Everjoy Maniwa as Deputy Director Finance, Corporate Planning and
Administration with effect from 1 June 2017.
Ms. Ropafadzai Majaja as Board Secretary, Corporate Communications and
International Affairs effective 1 December 2017.
Mr. Shami Moyo as Director ICT with effect from 1 January 2018;
Mr. Tapiwa Manyika as Chief Loss Control Manager with effect from 1 January
2018
OUTLOOK
The Authority commends the Government policy thrust focusing on restoring market
confidence, eradicating corruption, attracting investment, international re-engagement and
stimulating production across all economic sectors. The policy direction remains positive.
Effective execution of the Government policies will greatly assist in broadening the
country’s tax base and enhance the revenue generation potential in the future.
The strategies introduced by ZIMRA during the year including the ASYCUDA System
upgrade, enhanced internal control and risk management system, recruitment of
substantive members of staff, reorganisation of the Authority as well as investment in new
ICT hardware are expected to yield favourable results in the outlook.
GRATITUDE
I remain sincerely grateful to the Minister of Finance and Economic Development, Hon. P.
A. Chinamasa (MP), the Permanent Secretary, Mr. W. L. Manungo, Ministry of Finance
and Economic Development officials and the entire Government of Zimbabwe for their
unwavering support to ZIMRA.
I would also want to thank the following Strategic and Cooperating Partners for their
continued support:
African Development Bank (AfDB) for procurement of cluster servers and Electronic
Cargo Tracking seals as well as supporting the Authority’s Human Capital
Development programmes;
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ);
Border Control Agencies
o Department of Immigration,
o Zimbabwe National Army, including Army Intelligence,
o Zimbabwe Republic Police,
o President’s Department,
o Vehicle Inspectorate Department (VID),
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o
o
o
o
o

Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Agriculture,
Department Of Veterinary Services,
Environmental Management Authority,
Minerals Marketing Cooperation of Zimbabwe.

Regional Revenue Authorities and Associations.
Special mention also goes to my fellow Board members for their dedication to the
Authority’s business. I would like to convey my gratitude to the Acting Commissioner
General Mr. H. Kuzvinzwa, Management and Staff for their dedication to work during the
year.
I would also want to applaud Taxpayers for their valuable contributions. This greatly
enhanced the Government’s ability to provide public goods and services for the betterment
of Zimbabwe.
To all other members of the public, I would want to thank you for your feedback and
intelligence, particularly in the fight against corruption. The Authority greatly appreciates
your continued support in this area.
Thank you.
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ACTING COMMISSIONER GENERAL’S MESSAGE
VALUES
At ZIMRA, we constantly review our systems and processes to achieve measurable
gains in efficiency within an innovative approach.
To deliver quality service, ZIMRA’s organisational relationships, business processes
and conduct are based on the following set of values:
I – Integrity
T – Transparency
F – Fairness
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE YEAR
Revenue Performance
Most revenue heads, except Individual Tax, Carbon Tax and Dividends, Fees, Interest
and Remittances (DFIR) consistently performed positively during the year. Gross
annual and net revenue collections were US$3.978 billion and US$3.713 billion
respectively against a target of US$3.4 billion. Net collections grew by US$0.465 billion
compared with 2016 collections of US$3.248 billion.
Compliance
The level of compliance remained low. There are many economic players who are
operating without registering for tax purposes with the Revenue Authority. In 2018,
ZIMRA will be sharing the databases with relevant stakeholders, pursuing one of the
goals of ZIMRA to bring in all those who are outside the net and evaders to
contribute to the fiscus. There is continuous staff training to identify the evaders.
Meanwhile, the Authority is urging Zimbabweans to embrace the culture of voluntary
tax compliance to enable Government to deliver services and develop infrastructure.
Operational Efficiency
Systems and Processes
ZIMRA made progress towards its preparation for ISO Certification. This is an
important development that will greatly assist in standardising the Authority’s
processes. It is anticipated that Certification will be achieved by the second half of
2018. The Standards Association of Zimbabwe (SAZ)’s stage 2 audit was underway at
the time of writing this report.
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Human Resources
Human Resources are key to the Authority’s ability to execute its mandate. Thus,
continuous engagement with staff, staff motivation, development, retention, health
and wellness are priority areas for the Authority. I will briefly comment on these
issues starting with Employment Engagement.
Employee Engagement
Cordial employee relations are essential for the effective delivery of the ZIMRA
mandate. Management continued to engage employees through Works Council
Meetings and also conduct Employee Satisfaction Surveys in order to promote and
sustain good industrial relations. Works Council Meetings were held at station,
regional and national levels. Further, two Employee Satisfaction Surveys were
conducted during the year. We have noted the following outcomes from these
engagements:
Employee Satisfaction Index stood at 53% in 2017 compared to 53.5% in
2016;
Managerial employee satisfaction index improved from 64.9% in 2016 to
72.8% in the second half of 2017; and
Participation of both managerial and non-managerial employees in the survey
increased in 2017.
Staff Housing Loan Facility
The Authority has a Staff Housing Loan Facility with Commercial Banks and Building
Societies. The facility is aimed at assisting staff to buy own houses. Access to the loans
during the review period is as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Access to Staff Housing Loans
Level
2017
Target
Actual
Managerial
Non-managerial
Total

160
355
515

137
184
321

2016
Actual

% Change

145
161
306

-5.5
+14.56
+4.9

A total of 62.3% of the 2017 target for staff housing was achieved during the year.
The current year’s achievement represents a growth of 4.9% on the 2016 figures.
Management will continue to explore sustainable and innovative funding models for
staff housing.
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Employee Wellness
The Authority is fully aware of the importance and benefits of maintaining a healthy
workforce. In this regard, the following policies and activities were rolled out during
the year:
The Board approved Employee Wellness and HIV/AIDS Policies;
Health and Safety Workshops were conducted which included; Inter Revenue
Games, Wellness Programmes, Fire Drills, Family Planning, Retirement
Planning, World AIDS Day commemorations, Stress Management, Annual
Health and Safety Galas; and
Efforts to promote a healthy and safe working environment focusing on:
o Managing the testing and re-assignment of Thermoluminescent (TLD)
badges;
o Obtaining readings from the TLD badges which indicated that risk exposure
to radiation was low;
o Engaging the Radiation Protection Authority of Zimbabwe (RPAZ) who
confirmed the safety of the (TLD) badges used by the Authority; and
o Conducting Industrial Relations as well as health and safety audits which
revealed that the working environment was generally good.
ZIMRA Charity Trust
The ZIMRA Charity Trust was audited during the year by Internal Audit which made
some recommendations on how to improve the governance of the Trust. I am
pleased to advise that the Authority has since started implementing recommendations
by Internal Audit.
Nine Trustees were appointed in accordance with the Provisions of the Deed of Trust
and Donation. The appointment followed the expiration of the tenure of the
Founding Trustees. However, the recommendation to wean off the Trust from
ZIMRA is still to be implemented due to resource constraints.
International Relations
The Authority engaged various international and regional organisations including
World Customs Organisation (WCO), Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), Southern African Development Community (SADC), African Tax
Administration Forum (ATAF), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Trade
Organisation (WTO) among others during the year.
Regional Revenue Authorities and International Organisations visited ZIMRA for
benchmarking exercises, study of the Tax Management System, exchange of
information, MoUs and Double Taxation Agreements.
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Conclusion
Through novel and robust strategies to enhance revenue collections, ZIMRA will
implement pragmatic measures in the year 2018 under the theme, “Total Citizen
Involvement in Paying Taxes in full and on time”.
The Authority will continue to enhance its systems, internal processes and efficiencies
for the benefit of the tax paying public and the people of Zimbabwe. We remain
optimistic about the Authority’s role in 2018 following the solid ground that we laid
in 2017 and the policy reforms currently being implemented by the Government of
Zimbabwe.
I also wish to extend my sincere gratitude to the ZIMRA Board for its guidance and
strategic leadership as well as Management and Staff for the continued hard work and
team spirit.
Thank you and God bless you.

Acting Commissioner General
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ZIMRA BOARD
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2017 MAIN STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The main strategic achievements in 2017 are summarised in Tables 5 to 10.
Table 5: Sufficient Resources
Objective by 31 December 2017
Generate additional financial
resources from 5.78% to 8% of
the approved recurrent budget
to fund operations
Mobilise US$9 million to fund
CAPEX

Result
5.79%

$3.972
million

Fill up 95% of vacant posts

94.9%

Improve rate of
implementation of training
courses from 70% to 90%

96%

Comment
Raised additional resources of US$6.24
milllion from interest income, commissions
and AfDB.
Additional resources were raised from
Clearance Fees
Recruited 256 employees across the entire
organisation
72 out of 75 planned courses were offered
during the year

Table 6: Operational Efficiency
Objective by 31 December 2017

Result

Improve employee satisfaction
index from 53.5% to 80%
Implement 100% of 2016
outstanding NEC issues
Increase automated business
processes from 91.7% to 95%

53%

Increase client satisfaction index
from 65.8 % to 80%

63.9%

Attain ISO 9001:2008
certification

80%

Reduce cost of collection from
2.96% to 2.7%

2.61%

100%
77.6%

Comment
Employee satisfaction surveys results
averaged 53%.
All 11 outstanding NEC issues for 2016 were
resolved.
Automated business processes closed as;
Customs Systems 59%, Domestic Taxes
74%, ECTS 100%, E-Services 98% and
Others 57%.
Client Satisfaction survey conducted
established issues affecting service quality as
system challenges, staff attitude, corruption,
operational inefficiency, high rates of duty
and taxes.
Significant progress was made during the
year. Certification is expected in the second
half of 2018.
Cost of collection was 2.61%, based on
Gross Collections of USD3.978 billion
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Table 7: Trade Facilitation
Objective by 31 December 2017
Implement 80% of the trade
facilitation benchmarks

Result

Comment
Implemented 7 out of the 14 planned
projects as follows: Single Window Project
(80%), AEO (100%), ECTS (100%),
Integration of ZIMRA ASYCUDA with RBZ
CEPECS System & ZRA (14%) and EPA
Market Access (100%)

67%

Table 8: Good Governance
Objective by 31 December 2017
Ensure 100% adherence to
good Corporate Governance
principles

Result

Comment
A Corporate Governance assessment
conducted by IODZ identified 6 compliance
gaps (Table 1) which are targeted to be closed
by 31 December 2018. The Consultant
indicated that generally, ZIMRA had made
commendable strides towards embracing best
practices in its Corporate Governance.

76.5%

100% implementation of agreed
internal and external audit
71.5%
recommendations
Reduce corruption perception
2.84
index from 3.54 to 3

Reduce corruption from 1.66 %
to 0% based on DGCs cases

Steady progress was made in implementing
the audit recommendations
The launch of the toll-free hotlines and
forensic audit on whistle-blower facility
boosted public confidence in the
organisation’s commitment to fight
corruption.
Initiatives which included the asset
declarations and life-style audits for staff
members were introduced towards zero
tolerance to corruption

0.33%

Table 9: Supportive Legislation and Advice
Objective by 31 December 2017
Ensure 50% adoption of
proposed legislative changes by
31 December 2017

Result
68%

Comment
Out of the 28 submissions made, 19 proposals
were adopted, 6 were deferred for further
discussion and 3 rejected giving a 68%
adoption rate against a target of 50%.
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Table 10: Revenue Generation
Objective by 31 December 2017

Result

Achieve a revenue collection of
29% of the GDP in 2017.

27%

Collect 20% of the 2016
outstanding debt

13.4%

Register 18,616 new clients

Comment
Gross annual collections were US$ 3.978 billion
translating to 27% of projected GDP
US$14.744 billion (2017 National Budget).
Recovered debt of US$379.103million from an
opening debt of US$2.821 billion. Clients are
failing to honour their debt payments due to
the prevailing economic challenges. However,
debt was recovered through placement of
garnishee orders and set-offs.

22,659 Registrations were enhanced by the
implementation of the amnesty for small to
medium enterprises as well as block
management and street mapping initiatives that
identified traders outside the system.
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The Six Key Result Areas above are derived from the Authority’s strategic goals.
However, below are the six major focus areas which are the key drivers of our vision
and mission and this report therefore has been developed based on those six
components.
The main focus areas are highlighted below
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1. REVENUE MOBILISATION
1.1 Revenue Performance
Net collections for the year were US$3.713 billion against annual revenue target of
US$3.4 billion. Refunds and revenue related expenses amounting to US$228.28
million were effected during the review period compared to US$214.62 million in
2016. Net revenue collections in 2017 improved by 14.32% from the US$3.248
billion collected last year. Table 11 below shows t he distribution of refunds and
revenue related expenses across the various Tax Heads as follows:
Table 11: Refunds distribution
TAX HEAD
VALUE ADDED TAX
RUMMAGE SALES
CUSTOMS DUTY
OTHER REFUNDS
TOTAL

REFUNDS
226,327,539.57
299,431.72
339,277.68
1,309,713.58
228,275,962.55

%
99.15%
0.13%
0.15%
0.57%
100%

A comparative analysis of the revenue performance in 2017 and 2016 is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: 2016 and 2017 Revenue contributions
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Table 12 shows performance per revenue head for 2017
Table 12: 2017 Collections vs Targets
%
TAX HEAD

TARGET US$

ACTUALS US$

VARIANCE US$

VARIANCE

Individual Tax

763,000,000.00

490,011,929.78 (272,988,070.22)

-35.78%

Company Tax

337,200,000.00

730,496,981.71

393,296,981.71

116.64%

Net VAT on Local Sales

666,235,000.00

687,083,586.97

20,848,586.97

3.13%

VAT on Imports

345,900,000.00

387,923,332.91

42,023,332.91

12.15%

Net Customs Duty

287,540,000.00

295,750,282.21

8,210,282.21

2.86%

Excise Duty

674,716,000.00

675,897,301.43

1,181,301.43

0.18%

Carbon Tax

35,340,000.00

30,367,584.15

(4,972,415.85)

-14.07%

Mining Royalties

68,770,000.00

73,111,798.69

4,341,798.69

6.31%

DFIR (Dividend, Fees,
Interest & Remittances)

67,035,000.01

56,839,438.51

(10,195,561.49)

-15.21%

WHT on Contracts

87,510,000.00

126,446,817.08

38,936,817.08

44.49%

Other Taxes:

66,844,000.00

83,500,611.78

16,656,611.78

24.92%

CGT & CGT WHT

29,000,000.00

30,317,613.77

1,317,613.77

4.54%

Tobacco Levy

10,904,000.00

13,707,986.44

2,803,986.44

25.72%

Other Indirect Taxes

26,940,000.00

39,475,011.57

12,535,011.57

46.53%

112,541,950.68

112,541,950.68

Net Non-Tax Revenue
NET REVENUE

3,400,090,000.01

3,749,971,615.89

349,881,615.88

10.29 %

GROSS REVENUE

3,400,090,000.01 3,978,247,578.44

578,157,578.43

17.00 %

The Authority surpassed the 2017 annual revenue targets for Company Tax, VAT on
Local Sales, VAT on Imports, Customs Duty, Excise Duty, Mining Royalties,
Withholding Tax on Contracts and Other Indirect Taxes. However, Carbon Tax and
Dividend, Fees, Interest and Remittances (DFIR) under-performed their targets as
shown in Table 12. The Individual Tax head was negatively affected by the operating
environment characterised by business downsizing and staff retrenchments.
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Annual Net Revenue Collections
Figure 2 shows a comparison of revenue collections for 2016 and 2017.

Figure 2: Annual Performance: 2016 Actual, 2017 Actual and 2017 Target
The year 2017 has seen positive performance consistently for most revenue heads,
except Individual Tax, Carbon Tax and DFIR. The implementation of revenue
enhancement measures such as automation (IMS, cargo and baggage scanning, K9,
fiscalisation and E-services), VAT refunds audits, risk based audits, intensified post
clearance audits, bonded warehouse inspections, roadblocks, border patrols, lifestyle
audits, increased staff supervision, recruitment and training to increase human capital
capacity and the continues fight against corruption enabled steady inflows and
reduced revenue leakages despite the negative factors in the operating environment.
Quarterly Performance for 2016, 2017 and Quarterly Targets for 2017
Figure 3 shows a comparison between 2016/2017 quarterly and annual performance
against 2017 targets set by the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development.
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Am ount US$ Million

2016 Actual, 2017 Actual and 2017 MOF Target
4,000.00
3,500.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
1,000.00
500.00
0.00
Actual 2016

Q1
724.89

Q2
825.34

Q3
854.17

Q4
843.74

Annual
3,248.14

Actual 2017

826.63

874.64

967.76

1,081.00

3,750.03

Target 2017

812.94

843.16

863.56

880.43

3,400.09

Figure 3: Quarterly performance: 2016 Actual, 2017 Actual and 2017 Target
The performance shows progressive increase in revenue inflows over the four
quarters. The trend shows a consistent increase in revenue performance across all
quarter of the two comparative years.
Monthly Actual Collections and Variance for 2017 and 2016
Figure 4 shows a comparative presentation of the annual collections for 2017 and
2016 on a monthly basis.

Figure 4: 2017 vs 2016 actual collections
Revenue collections for 2017 outperformed the 2016 levels, except for April 2017 and
September 2017 where the revenue targets were missed by 6.7% and 3.9%
respectively. The overall 2017 annual performance was, nevertheless, better than in
2016.
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Revenue Heads’ Contribution
The rate of growth for each revenue head contributing to the overall revenue growth
is displayed in Figure 5

Figure 5: Revenue Heads' Contribution to Revenue Collections and Revenue Growth
Revenue collections grew in all the revenue heads during the year 2017, except for
Individual Tax and Carbon Tax that declined by 33.5% and 6.5% respectively.
Company Tax, Mining Royalties, Withholding Tax on Contracts and Other Taxes
grew by 114.4%, 16.2%, 74.6% and 48.1% respectively during the year.
Revenue performance is analysed per individual tax heads as follows:
Individual Tax
Individual tax revenue collections stood at US$490.01 million representing 64.2% of
the targeted US$763 million. However, collections fell by 33.5% from the
US$736.53 million in 2016. The Pay as You Earn debt as at 31 December 2017
increased by 24.5% to US$824.11 million from US$662.16 million in 2016. The
increasing debt has been due to the failure by companies to consistently pay salaries
and remit taxes even in those situations where they would have paid salaries. Salary
cuts, retrenchments and irregular salary payments by some companies affected the
performance of this revenue head during the year. However, non-compliance is
mostly prevalent in the Small-to-Medium Enterprises’ sector where it [noncompliance] has been assessed at 32% on VAT and 45% on PAYE.
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Corporate Income Tax (Company Tax)
Revenue collections from Company Tax, at US$730.5 million surpassed target of
US$337.2 million and 2016 collections of US$340.72 million by 116.6% and 114.4%
respectively. The positive performance can be attributed to improved profitability by
some companies especially in the financial services sector. Increased use of electronic
transactions also enhanced inflows, with the added advantage of creating a traceable
audit trail. However, Corporate Income Tax debt closed the year at US$1.462 billion
compared to US$751.49 million in 2016 arising from the following:
Increased risk-based audits that unearthed previously unpaid revenues/new
debt; and
Failure by taxpayers to execute the agreed payment plans.
VAT on Local sales
Gross VAT on Local Sales collections for 2017 were US$913.41 million against a target
of US$666.24 million, resulting in a positive variance of 37.1%. VAT refunds for the
year 2017 were US$226.33 million, resulting in net collections of US$687.08 million.
Net revenue collections surpassed the target by 3.1% and 2016 performance of
US$601.22 million by 14.3%.
VAT refunds continue to negatively affect this revenue head. The refunds bill rose by
7% to US$226.33 from US$211.6 million in 2016. VAT on Local Sales debt reached
US$1.297 billion in 2017 from US$1.02 billion in 2016. The introduction of 10%
Value Added Withholding Tax effective 1st April 2017 led to a marked improvement in
VAT collections.
The increased usage of plastic money enhanced revenue collections and compliance.
The Tax Management System initiative, audits, investigations and debt recoveries
employed by the Authority have had an appreciable impact on collections.
VAT on Imports
Annual revenue collections, at US$387.92 million surpassed the target of US$345.9
million by 12.2%. VAT on Imports grew by 8.3% from the US$358.25 million
realised in 2016 to US$387.92 million in 2017. This can be attributed to increased
consumption of taxable goods and the reversal of Statutory Instrument (SI) 20 of
2017 which provided for the exemption of some goods. Increased imports also
resulted from amendment to SI 64 of 2017 which removed the requirement for
import licences for some specified goods.
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Customs Duty
Annual gross revenue collections amounted to US$296.09 million against a target of
US$287.54 million, resulting in a positive variance of 2.97%. Refunds of US$339.28
million resulted in net collections of US$295.75 million. Thus, revenue grew by
8.58% in 2017 compared to 2016 despite some foreign currency challenges in the
country.
Excise Duty
Revenue from Excise Duty, at US$675.9 million outperformed the target of
US$674.72 million by 0.2%. Excise Duty on fuel accounted for 78.62% of total
collections from Excise Duty while beer and airtime contributed 6.96% and 8.09%,
respectively. The rest of the revenue was from Excise Duty on tobacco, wines and
spirits, second-hand motor vehicles and electric lamps. The 2017 Excise Duty
collections were 5.56% above US$640.30 million realised in 2016. This improved
performance can be attributed to paraffin imports, which now attract duty and the
Electronic Cargo Tracking System, which greatly reduced transit fraud. The beverages
sector reported significant revenue declines in April 2017 citing the reduced
consumption of excisable goods due to cash shortages, unsustainable costs of
alternative payment platforms and heavy rains that affected market access and
outdoor consumption activities.
Withholding Tax on Contracts
Revenue collections for 2017 were US$126.45 million, surpassing by 44.49% the
targeted US$87.51 million. Revenue collections grew by 74.6% from the US$72.42
million achieved in 2016. This positive performance can be attributable to the
mandatory requirement for Tax Clearance Certificates on all contracts for the level of
informal and non-compliant business activity in the economy.
Carbon Tax
Carbon Tax collections were US$30.37 million against a target of US$35.34 million,
resulting in 85.93% of the targeted revenue being realised. Revenue collections
decreased by 6.46% from the US$32.46 million collected in 2016.
Mining Royalties
Revenue collections were US$73.11 million against a target of US$68.77 million,
translating to a positive variance of 6.31%.
The performance of Mining Royalties is influenced by the movement in global prices
of minerals, production levels of key minerals such as gold, platinum and diamonds,
and level of sales of mineral products. The anticipated increase in mining sector
investments following the review of the Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment
Act is expected to have a positive impact on Mining Royalties.
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Dividends, Fees, Interest and Remittances
Collections, at US$56.84 million missed the target of US$67.04 million by 15.2%
during the review period. However, the 2017 collections were 2% up on 2016
collections of US$55.72 million. The subdued performance of the revenue head can
be attributed to low investment levels in the economy.
Other Taxes
This composite revenue head comprises Capital Gains Tax and Capital Gains
Withholding Tax, Tobacco Levy and other Indirect Taxes (Stamp Duty, Banking Levy,
Presumptive Tax and ATM Levy).
Revenue collections were US$83.50 million against a target of US$66.84 million,
giving a variance of 24.92%. In 2017, collections increased by 48.14% from the 2016
collections of US$56.37 million. Major contributors to this revenue head were Capital
Gains Tax and Capital Gains Withholding Tax. The positive performance of the
revenue head is attributed to an increase in gains from tobacco sales following a good
growing and marketing season. Tobacco Levy surpassed its target by 25.72%.
The property market remained subdued due to low mortgage funding while the
securities market performance fell in the last quarter of the year.
Government reduced presumptive tax rates for informal traders in the 2017 National
Budget.
The future performance of this collective cluster of revenue heads is dependent on
availability of mortgage funding, investor confidence on the stock exchange market, a
good agriculture season and increased compliance by informal traders under the
Presumptive Tax regime.
2017 Debt Analysis
The debt level stood at US$3.956 billion as at 31st of December 2017. The debt is
made up of old debt and unpaid current assessments. A combination of increased tax
audits and failure by taxpayers to meet their obligations has been responsible for the
rising outstanding debt.
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Table 13: Debt by Category - Principal, Interest and Penalty
Tax Head
Value Added Tax
PAYE
Income Tax
Other
Customs
Grand Total
% contribution

Principal
Interest
Penalty
Total
846,744,657 236,155,904
280,647,106
1,363,547,667
461,583,532 238,178,599
167,380,385
867,142,515
436,831,294 393,714,279
502,728,276
1,333,273,850
165,606,816
44,046,964
105,274,720
314,928,500
77,460,507
0
0
77,460,507
1,988,226,805 912,095,747 1,056,030,487
3,956,353,039
50.25%
23.05%
26.69%
100.00%

Table 13 shows that the principal constitutes 50.25% of the debt while penalty and
interest account for 49.75%.
Table 14: Debt by Sector
Sector
Councils
Parastatals
Private Sector
Customs
Grand Total

Grand Total
% Contribution
232,281,337.50
6%
490,780,504.19
12%
3,155,830,690.31
80%
77,460,507.00
2%
3,956,353,039.00
100%

The Table 14 above shows that 80% of the debt pertains to Private Sector.
Table 15: Debtors Ageing Analysis by Year
Division
Domestic Taxes
Customs
Total Debt 2017

2014 & Prior
2015
2016
2017
Cumulative Debt
1,704,425,201.54 479,683,024.91 777,058,217.29 917,726,088.51
3,878,892,532.25
29,493,999.11 13,832,743.01 15,868,111.70 18,265,652.93
77,460,506.75
1,733,919,200.65 493,515,767.92 792,926,328.99 935,991,741.44
3,956,353,039.00

The table shows that 44% of the debt pertains to 2014 and prior years.
Current year debt stood at 24% as at 31 December 2017 and this can be attributed to
assessments being raised and failure to pay by taxpayers.
The table below explains the main contributing factors to the high debt levels and
mitigatory actions adopted.
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Table 16: Challenges and mitigatory factors

Challenge

Mitigatory

Taxpayer inability to pay taxes due to

Negotiating payment plans

liquidity challenges
Challenges related to the cash economy

Acceptance of electronic payments from clients

Customs clearing agents and sureties

Monitoring the viability of operating agents and call
up bonds on time

closing down
Smuggling of goods through the official
crossing points and through porous

Roadblocks, patrols and anti-smuggling teams. Joint
activities with other law enforcers

borderlines
Procurement of additional seals in progress

Shortage of seals for ECTS
Low taxpayer compliance noted in non

- Levying of interest and penalties and focused audits

filing of returns, non-payment or late
remittance of taxes and defaulting on
payment plans
Informal traders

Street mapping and block management as well as
registration of identified traders

Non-Active Clients and duplicate BPs

Final audit and deregistration of closed business.
Data base clean up.

Low uptake of fiscal devices

Intensive marketing and enforcement for nonfiscalised operators

Slow uptake of server to server

Identification of eligible clients, provision of

connection

interface solutions and connection

Connectivity and system challenges

Manual processes and ICT resolutions. System
monitoring.

particularly in ASYCUDA
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1.2 EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS
The total recurrent expenditure of US$103.92 million was managed within the
operational budget of US$107.84 million, which is a reduction from 2016 expenditure
of US$110.213 million.
1.2.1 Recurrent Expenditure Budget
Table 17 shows the 2017 expenditure in comparison with the expenditure for 2016.
Table 17: Composition of Recurrent Expenditure

DETAILS
Depreciation
Staff Cost
Consultancy and Legal
Motor vehicle expenses
Office accommodation
Office and operational
utilities
Rentals and hire
Repairs and
maintenance
Security
Subscriptions
Telephone & postages
Uniforms
Travel and subsistence
Other
TOTAL

2017
Cost

2017
2016
Contribution Contribution
to
to
Total Cost
Total Cost
12.71%
12%
57.09%
59%
1.31%
2%
2.26%
2%
1.49%
2%

(US$ m)

2016
Cost
(US$ m)

%
Change
2017/16

15.127
67.958
1.555
2.695
1.768

14.547
74.033
2.843
2.578
2.118

2.542

2.707

2.14%

2%

0.14%

2.995

2.35

2.52%

2%

0.52%

2.864

3.266

2.41%

3%

-0.59%

5.825
4.446
1.414
0.348
4.804
4.706
119.047

2.533
4.523
1.414
2.579
5.29
4.057
124.76

4.89%
3.73%
1.19%
0.29%
4.04%
3.95%
100%

2%
4%
1%
2%
4%
3%
100%

2.89%
-0.27%
0.19%
-1.71%
0.04%
0.95%
0.00%

0.71%
-1.91%
-0.69%
0.26%
-0.51%

The thrust in 2017 was on cost containment as well as cost reduction. Over the years,
ZIMRA has been given additional functions some in line with Ease of Doing Business
Reforms, which have the impact of increasing costs. Despite this, costs have in many
areas slightly declined or remained largely unchanged. The implementation of cost
containment strategies led to a reduction in the cost of collection.
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The Pie Chart shows the composition and cost structure in 2017.

Figure 6: The composition and cost structure in 2017
The cost structure has remained largely unchanged over the years due to the fixed
nature of the Authority’s costs.
Major cost drivers were staff costs that accounted for 57% of the total
expenditure followed by depreciation 13%. Security contributed 5% while
Travel and subsistence, other and subscriptions were at 4% each. Repairs and
Maintenance of buildings and equipment, motor vehicle expenses, office
accommodation, office and operational utilities, security and, rentals and hire
were at 2% each.
The cost of collection was 2.61% based on the gross collections of US$3.978
billion and total recurrent expenditure of US$103.92 million (US$119.047
million is inclusive of depreciation a non -cash item amounting to US$15.127
million).
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1.3. Capital Expenditure
The Authority’s capital expenditure is shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Capital Expenditure in 2017 (US$)

Project

Buildings
Computer Equipment
Cargo Tracking
Fiscal devices
Construction Work in
Progress
Furniture, Fixtures
and Fittings
Network Equipment

Approved
Budget 2017

Plant and Machinery
Land
Motor Vehicles
Total

Total
Available
funds -2017

Expended
Unexpended
during the
balance
year
carried
ended 31
forward to
December
2018
2017
36,296
-

36,296

36,296

2,704,134

2,704,134

469,471

2,234,663

1,026,152

1,026,152

-

2,256,000

2,256,000

-

26,152

1,000,000

2,256,000
4,465,803

958,412

5,424,215

557,433

4,866,782

253,572.06

6,462

260,034

48,882

211,152.06

65,866

65,866

-

935,265

499

934,766

16,649

16,649

16,649

-

983,626.94

983,627

271,170

712,456.94

137,901

137,901

137,901

-

500,000

500,000

53,000

447,000

14,346,139

4,939,319

9,406,820

65,866

Soft ware
Office Equipment

Unexpended
balance
brought
forward
from 2016

935,265

11,446,000

2,963,437

The Authority had an approved CAPEX Budget of US$11.446 million out of which
US$4.939 million was expended mainly towards, construction works and priority
Automation projects: Electronic Cargo Tracking, Fiscalisation, Computer and Network
Equipment; carrying forward a balance of US$9.407 million.
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2. FORGING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority has deliberately taken a consultative and
stakeholder participation approach in building strong relationships with local, regional
and international stakeholders.

The ZIMRA Board Chairperson, Mrs W. Bonyongwe hands over a trophy to one of the
clients.

This approach has enabled ZIMRA to appreciate taxpayers, engage investors, funders
and cooperating partners to create mutually beneficial information sharing.
2.1 Budget Meetings
ZIMRA attended the weekly budgeting meetings at the MOFED where revenue
collections and Government’s expenditure requirements were discussed. These
engagements enabled the Parties to promote joint commitments in national revenue
mobilisation efforts.
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2.2 Local Engagements
The Authority held various meetings, workshops and seminars with key stakeholders
to enhance consultation and strengthen partnerships.

ZIMRA and Zimbabwe National Defence University staff pose for a group photo after
a fruitful study tour by the later.
Client feedback was obtained to help improve service delivery through various
information dissemination initiatives to:
Assist clients to comply with due dates for payment of Provisional Tax,
Value Added Tax and Pay as You Earn;
Publicise requirements under Fiscalisation and the Electronic Cargo Tracking
System; and
Address concerns and deal with clients’ complaints against poor service
delivery at inland and border stations.
ZIMRA interacted with the Zimbabwe Cross Border Traders Association (ZCBTA), the
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators in Zimbabwe (ICSAZ) and the
Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries (CZI) during the year.
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2.3 International Engagements
The Authority engaged various international and regional organisations including
World Customs Organisation (WCO), Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), Southern African Development Community (SADC), African Tax
Administration Forum (ATAF), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Trade
Organisation (WTO).

ZIMRA hosts WCO Customs Valuation and Transfer Pricing Workshop – participants pose for
a group photo after successful deliberations.

Regional Revenue Authorities and International Organisations visited ZIMRA for
benchmarking exercises, study tours, exchange of information, MOUs and Double
Taxation Agreements.
2.4 ZIMRA Brand
The Authority received the 3rd Best Prize under the State Enterprises and Parastatals
Category for Best Corporate Governance Disclosures at the 2017 “Excellence In
Corporate Governance Awards coordinated by Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators in Zimbabwe. The award was in recognition of ZIMRA’s efforts in
providing important information to stakeholders.
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Numero uno……The Acting Commissioner General, Mr H Kuzvinzwa displays the certificate
after winning the Zimbabwe Leadership Excellence Award.

ZIMRA received numerous other awards for outstanding displays for participation at
all provincial agricultural shows and exhibitions held in 2017. The Acting
Commissioner General received the Regional Contribution Award from the
Zimbabwe Institute of Management in recognition of his leadership excellence.
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3. ENHANCING OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Operational efficiency entails improving service delivery processes and systems to
enhance productivity so as to improve client satisfaction. Targeted initiatives from the
Strategic Plan are monitored and evaluated quarterly to ensure national priorities are
achieved and prompt corrective action is taken
3.1 Corporate Strategy
ZIMRA’s Corporate Strategy is guided by the Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable
Socio–Economic Transformation (ZIMASSET) and applies the Integrated Results Based
Management (IRBM) framework as a strategy implementation and evaluation tool.
ZIMRA adopted the Rapid Results Approach to augment IRBM.
The model analysis given below is a review of progress towards the achievement of
Corporate Goals based on ZIMRA’s Vision, Mission, Key Result Areas (KRAs) and
initiatives that the Authority focused on during the year.
3.1.1 Vision Evaluated
“To be a beacon of excellence in the provision of fiscal services and facilitation of
trade and travel”
Figure 7: Adapted from the MM Model
ZIMBABWE REVENUE AUTHORITY

Hidden Economy

Assessments

Collections

Costs

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

WHERE WE ARE AND OUR DESIRED TOMORROW

Figure 7 clearly depicts our current position and the fundamentals that will keep our
vision in focus.
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3.1.2 Analysis of the model
Collections (Blue) are currently way below Assessments (Yellow) and the Gap
between Assessments and Collections continues to widen. This means Debt Position
continues to increase and the risk of uncollectable Debts becomes very high.
The Hidden Economy (Grey) is the total value of transactions that the economy of
Zimbabwe can generate. The gap between Hidden Economy (Grey) and Collections
(Blue) is the market share being controlled by ZIMRA’s competitive forces i.e.
Corruption, Tax Evasion and Smuggling. To be a Beacon of Excellence, ZIMRA has to
come up with systems to quantify and capture that market.
The Cost of Collection (Red) should be benchmarked against high performing
countries. To achieve this, available options are to either reduce current costs or
increase Collections (Blue) to target 2020 levels.
ZIMRA is focussing on growth, so to address the identified Gaps that could affect the
focus on the Vision, a penetration strategy was adopted. Using the Rapid Results
Approach, Key Challenges were identified and priorities were set in order to change
from the Status Quo to achieve our Desired State (Vision).
3.2. Strategic Planning
The Board participated and set the tone for the Authority’s strategic direction at the
following:
2017 Annual Strategic Planning Conference;
Strategic Plan Cascading Conference; and
2017 Mid-term strategy review conference.
The 2017 Strategic Planning Conference, resulted in the development of 100 Days’
Rapid Results strategic initiatives that are briefly discussed next.
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Sufficient
resources

Sufficient
resources
Revenue
Generation

6

7

8

Sufficient
resources

Good
Governance

Trade
Facilitation

5

4

3

2

KEY RESULT
AREAS
1
Operational
Efficiency

65.19%

To roll out e-Warehousing Model for Beitbridge and
Chirundu by 19 Oct 2017
Integrate ZIMRA systems with RBZ Exchange Control,
NSSA, ZIMDEF, Registrar of Companies, Deeds Office and
Client Sales and Accounting Packages by the 19th October
2017

Acquire stand and complete architectural designs and
building plans for Masvingo ZIMRA Office

Align Jobs to Skills in all the other stations and offices
within 75 days.

Align ZIMRA Corporate Governance to new Public
Entities Corporate Governance Bill by 19 October 2017

100%

54%

83%

100%

100%

Fully Implement 16 Forensic Audit and 2016 Management
97.5%
Letter Recommendations tabled for Q3

100% Bonded Warehouse Audit Inspections in 100 days
(Clean-up of bonded warehouses)

Some of the stakeholders' systems are not yet
operational, so Data is being received via USB
from all other parties except ZIMDEF who
have agreed to provide information once a

Project rolled over as officers working on
project were reassigned to competing
quick win project (escorts of transit).
Forensic Audit Log is at 100% implementation
while the 2016 Management Letter is at 95%
(35 out of 39 implementable
recommendations were implemented
All steps taken to align identified key areas and
ZIMRA is on target to implement once the Bill
is passed into Law.
Team has managed to finalise the work, staff
reassignments have been approved effective 1
January 2018.
Work on preliminary designs and estimates for
the new offices underway and is at the last
step in the work plan.
At Contract signing stage for the shelving

Team is still working towards a solution to
ensuring that duplicates do not happen in the
42.39% future.

Eliminate (Block) 100% duplicated Business Partners and
Contract Accounts, update all identified and targeted
master data for 48551 Business Partners, and modify the
SAP and e-services systems to prevent creation of
duplicates by 19 October 2017

Dashboard Comments

Overall
Status

RAPID RESULTS INITIATIVES

Table 19: 2017 Rapid Results Initiatives
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Operational
Efficiency

Operational
Efficiency

15 Operational
Efficiency

14 Operational
Efficiency

13 Revenue
Generation

12

11

10 Good
Governance

9

Implement a culture transformation programme within
100 Days (0%)

Ensure all staff has adequate uniforms (10%)

Develop & Implement a Simplified Tax Regime for SMEs
by 19.10.2017

To migrate SAP HCM Module to Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Platform within 100 days.

To facilitate the development of a draft Act to regulate
Tax Practitioners in Zimbabwe by 19 October 2017.

To be fully ISO Certified by 30 September 2017 (72%)

To ensure Divisions adopt and use the M & E Matrix by
21 October 2017 when implementing projects in
compliance with the M & E Policy Framework
To ensure Divisions adopt and use the M & E Matrix by
21 October 2017 when implementing projects in
compliance with the M & E Policy Framework

0%

25%

81%

36%

Draft paper on recommended tax regime has
now been produced and awaits review and
finalization by the Executive Management
Benchmarking with the national uniformed
forces during supplier engagements refocussed
ZIMRA attention to suppliers of the Defences
Forces as an option.
Team has just been set-up to work on draft
Terms of Reference. This has a bigger impact
on achieving all other corporate goals that
depend on culture transformation.

Benchmarking report is still outstanding
awaiting engagements with other stakeholders
which are behind schedule

Management reviews outstanding as SAZ
Certification audits are scaled up to December
44%
31 as per the Commissioner General Circular
No.18 of 2017 dated 3 November 2017.
Draft Act submitted to by ZIMRA Legal
99.32% Division for due legal process for gazetting
being followed.

97%

Divisions are now submitting their M & E
Matrices, though still to comply with the
overall M & E Tracker.

formal request is received from ZIMRA.
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Behind Target
(>55% -<81%)

Behind Target

(< 55%)

Migration of SAP systems from the current old servers to
the new Super Cluster server infrastructure
Design Corporate Dashboard for Performance Status (BI
Reports & Business Reports)

Improve staff accommodation challenges - at Chirundu
(Design and Build self-contained cottages), Kazungula and
Beitbridge

Finalize legislation pertaining to Debt recovery by
19 October 2017

TRACKING GUIDE

18 Operational
Efficiency
19 Operational
Efficiency

16 Revenue
Generation
17 Sufficient
resources

15%

0%

47.5%

(81% -100%)

Completed

Work remains behind schedule as procurement
regulations are deterring major suppliers from
submitting bids. Will be addressed by the new
Procurement Regulations Act.
Project is dependent on AfDB funding.
Engagements are at advanced level.
Deferred pending formulation of new Strategic
Focus by the new Executive Management.

Draft submitted for Ministry approval

3.4 Modernisation
The Authority has positioned itself to be the organisation of first choice, centre of
excellence, pace-setter and benchmark organisation on Customs and Tax
administration. To continuously improve and adopt modern business systems,
processes, policies and procedures, the Authority adopted the PRINCE2 Project
Management Methodology for the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of all
ZIMRA projects.
3.5 ZIMRA Legal Activities
The Authority continued to strengthen its legislative, governance, litigation handling
and advisory services. Next is a snapshot of the major developments during the year.
3.5.1 Litigation
A total of 229 cases were pending before the courts at the beginning of the year. As at
the end of the year 260 cases were pending after 97 cases were finalised.
3.5.2 Legal Drafting and Advisory Functions
To discharge the ZIMRA mandate and ensure the preservation of a legal framework,
the following drafting and advisory functions were carried out:
67 statutory instruments (including General Notices)
273 contracts; and
43 legal opinions.
3.6. Fighting Corruption
The various strategies adopted to fight corruption include; among others, the
following:
Presentations: Conducted workshops in all Regions on Anti-Corruption and
Workplace Harassment and Victimisation;
Hotline cases - Investigated 131 Hotline cases, and recommended corrective
action on 15 officers; and
Fighting Corruption - Lifestyle checks. Investigated 230 Lifestyle audit cases and
recommended corrective action on 35 officers.
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ZIMRA Beitbridge staff march against corruption

3.7. Major Seizures by the Canine Unit (K9)
The Canine Unit extended its coverage in all major Ports of Entry including
International Airports to 9 from 7 in 2016. The Unit accounted for 128 detections in
2017 compared to 115 in 2016. Contraband consisting of 7,062.5 kilograms (kgs) of
Cannabis, 9Kgs of cocaine and 10.3 litres of injectable Omnipaque drug was
intercepted. The value of seizures rose to $10,058,074 from $3,226,585 in 2016.

Part of the more than 700kgs of Mbanje contraband busted at Nyamapanda Border Post in a
haulage truck with the aid of the Canine Unit.

3.8. ISO Certification
ZIMRA embarked on ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System (QMS)
implementation process in 2013. Implementation of ISO activities gathered
momentum during the year, and certification is expected by mid 2018. The SAZ
Stage 1/Documentation audit was completed and non-conformities closed leading to
the onset of the SAZ Stage 2 / Certification Audit. The SAZ stage 2 audit was
underway following the ISO QMS Management Review.
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4. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

4.1 Board Meetings
Upholding good Corporate Governance practices remains critical for business
sustainability. The Board of Directors met its legal obligations as guided by the
fundamental principles of good Corporate Governance practices and enunciated in
the various pieces of the country’s laws. Thus, scheduled Board and Board Committee
meetings were held as per the Meetings Calendar during the year.
4.2 Activities of the Board
The Board established six Committees to which certain functions are delegated. The
Committees are listed below:
Human Resources Committee;
Risk Committee;
Audit Committee;
Finance, Administration and ICT Committee;
Technical Committee; and
Ad Hoc Committee on Fiscalisation and Cargo Tracking.
The current members of the Board and their membership to the Board Committees is
outlined in Table 20.
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The Board and Board Committees held 52 meetings during the year under review. Twenty-four of these meetings were
yearly scheduled meetings while 28 were special or ad hoc meetings, which were convened to discuss urgent substantive
matters
Details of the number of Board meetings held during the year as well as the attendance of each Board member at those
meetings are disclosed Table 21.

Table 21: Board meetings and attendance
Scheduled Board
Special Board
% Attendance
Name of Board
Meetings
Meetings
per Individual
Member
Board Member
Meetings Meetings
Meetings Meetings
Held
Attended
Held
Attended
%
Mrs W. Bonyongwe
4
4
11
11
100
Mr P. Toriro
4
4
11
8
80
Mrs N.M. Abu-Basutu
4
4
11
4
53.3
Mrs B.S. Katiyo
4
3
11
10
86.6
Mr N.C. Madongorere
4
4
11
11
100
Mr M. Nyoni
4
4
11
10
93.3
Ms S. Njerere
4
4
11
6
66.6
Dr A. M. Chidakwa
4
4
11
9
86.6
Mr W.L. Manungo
4
4
11
8
80
Mr H. Kuzvinzwa) **
4
4
11
10
93.3
% of Collective Members’ Attendance
83.97
Key
** Mr H. Kuzvinzwa, the Acting Commissioner General, attended board meetings
held during the year.
Details of the number of Board Committee meetings held during the year as well as
the attendance of each Board member at those meetings are disclosed in Table 22.

Table 22: Attendance at Board Committee Meetings.

Name of
Board
Member

Mrs W.
Bonyongwe
Mr P. Toriro
Mrs N.M.
Abu-Basutu
Mrs B.S.
Katiyo

Human
Resources
Committee

Risk
Committee

Audit
Committee

Finance
Administratio
n and ICT

Technical
Committee

Ad-Hoc
Committee

No.
Held

No.
Held

4

No.
Atten
ded
3**

No.
Held

5

No.
Atten
ded
1**

No.
Held

5

No.
Atten
ded
2**

No.
Held

4

No.
Atten
ded
3**

No.
Held

5

No.
Atten
ded
*

5
5

5
*

4
4

*
*

5
5

*
4-

5
5

5
4-

4
4

5

4

4

4

5

4-

5

*

4
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Attendance
per
individual
Board
Member

5

No.
Atte
nded
5**

100%

*
4

5
5

5
*

100%
85.71%

*

5

4-

89.47%

%

Mr N.C.
Madongorere
Mr M. Nyoni
Ms S. Njerere
Dr A. M.
Chidakwa
Mr W.L.
Manungo
Mr Kuzvinzwa

5

*

4

2-

5

*

5

4-

4

3-

5

5

77.77%

5
5
5

*
4
*

4
4
4

*
4
4

5
5
5

5
*
4

5
5
5

*
4*

4
4
4

4
*
4

5
5
5

*
*
4

100%
85.71%
94.4%

5

*

4

*

5

5

5

*

4

2-

5

*

77.77%

5

2**

4

*

5

*

5

3**

4

4

5

2**

100%

% of Collective Members’ Attendance

91.08%

Key
* Not a member.
**not a member but attended the meeting by invitation.
- did not attend and an apology was noted.
*** Mr. H. Kuzvinzwa, the Acting Commissioner General, attended board committee
meetings held during the year.
Details of the number of Special Board Committee meetings held during the year as
well as the attendance of each Board member at those meetings are disclosed in the
table below;
Table 23: Special Board Committee meetings
Human
Resources
Committee
No.
No.
Held Atten
ded

Mrs W.
Bonyongwe
Mr P. Toriro
Mrs N.M.
Abu-Basutu
Mrs B.S.
Katiyo
Mr N.C.
Madongorere
Mr M. Nyoni
Ms S. Njerere
Dr A. M.
Chidakwa
Mr W.L.
Manungo
Mr Kuzvinzwa

Risk
Committee

Audit
Committee

No.
Held

No.
Held

No.
Atten
ded

0

1

1**

2

1**

0

0

%
100%

No.
Atten
ded

Finance
Administratio
n and ICT
No.
No.
Held Atten
ded

Technical
Committee

Ad-Hoc
Committee

No.
Held

No.
Held

No.
Atten
ded

No.
Atten
ded

Attendance
per
individual
Board
Member

8

3**

8

8

0

1

*

2

1-

0

0

90%

8

*

0

1

1

2

1-

0

0

50%

8

8

0

1

1

2

*

0

0

100%

8

7**

0

1

*

2

2

0

0

100%

8

*

0

1

1

2

*

0

0

100%

8

1-

0

1

*

2

2

0

0

30%

8

4**

0

1

1

2

*

0

0

100%

8

*

0

1

1

2

*

0

0

100%

8

8**

0

1

*

2

1*

0

0

100%

% of Collective Members’ Attendance

87%

Key
* Not a member.
**not a member but attended the meeting by invitation.
- did not attend and an apology was noted.
*** Mr. H. Kuzvinzwa, the Acting Commissioner General, attended special board
meetings held during the year.
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The high number of Special Human Resources Committee meetings held during the
year were for the interviews done for executive posts, recruitment for the posts of the
Commissioner General, Board Secretary, Chief Loss Control Manager and Director ICT
and Projects, Commissioner Investigations and International Affairs, Deputy Director
Finance and Administration and Deputy Director Human Resources and Human
Capital Development. A total of eight (8) Special Human Resources Committee
meetings were held in the year to shortlist and interview the candidates for the
positions indicated above. Some of the recruited Executive Managers commenced
their duties during the year.
4.3 Board Training and Development
As part of continuous training and development for Board Members, the Board
participated in and or attended the following conferences and workshops during the
year:
Transfer Pricing Indaba held on 30 March 2017
Zimbabwe International Business Conference held on 26 April 2017.
SAFAAZ Annual Conference held from 20-21 July 2017.
The KPMG, IFRS Tax and Business seminar on 14 September 2017.
The stakeholders’ consultative workshop on 26 September 2017, which was
organized by the Auditor General’s office.
The Tax Seminar on 29 August 2017, which was coordinated by Ernest &
Young.
Board Evaluation training on 22 August 2017 facilitated by the Institute of
Directors Zimbabwe (IODZ).
The Cyber Security Boardroom Cyber Threats Detection and Mitigation –Boot
camp held in Victoria Falls from 22-24 November 2017.
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4.4. Board Station Visits
Members of the Board visited selected stations during the year as part of continued
efforts to ensure Board Members familiarize with key operations of the Authority. The
following stations were thus visited:
Chirundu One Stop Border Post on 10 April 2017
Forbes Border Post on 11 April 2017.
Plumtree on 27 April and 3 June 2017
Beitbridge on 2 June 2017
Mhlanhlandlela Station on 25 April 2017
Bulawayo on 1-3 September 2017
Joshua Nkomo Airport offices 1-3 September 2017
Kurima House Offices on 21 September 2017
Harare International Airport on 22 September 2017
Victoria Falls Border post on 30 June and 22 November 2017.
4.5. Internal Control Environment and Auditing
The Authority’s control environment was characterized by independent and objective
evaluation and examination of the activities, processes and procedures of the
Authority’s operating units. There was an established internal audit function with an
Internal Audit Unit headed by an Internal Audit Executive who reports functionally to
the Board Audit Committee and administratively to the Commissioner General.
The Authority continued to adhere to the international accounting and internal audit
standards and endeavored to report in line with high national standards as set out in
the National Code on Corporate Governance and applicable laws. The annual
external audit was in line with the highest international standards.
The Board approved the Authority’s accounting policies during the year. The 2017
financial year external audit was conducted. The Audit Committee and the Board met
and received the Audited Financial Statements, the Audit Reports and the
Management Letter from the external auditors. Clean audit opinions were received
on the following returns:
§
§
§
§

Receipts and Disbursement Return;
Revenue Return;
Financial Statements; and
Tax Reserve Return.
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A qualified opinion was given on the Outstanding Revenue Return, reasons of which
were highlighted in the Management Letter as follows:
Transfers from banks that are under liquidation or judicial management which
are yet to be remitted to the Exchequer Account and their recoverability is
now doubtful. These amount to $3 587 606.
Companies under judicial management which owe the Authority a total of $92
707 482 and the recoverability of this amount is doubtful.
The ASYCUDA system crushed in 2017, this led the Authority to process bills
of entries manually. The process of uploading the manual bills of entries in
ASYCUDA, is still on going. The process may result in additional debt being
raised against the clearing agents.
4.6 Audit Assurance
The control environment in the Authority was generally satisfactory. Greater reliance
could be placed on the existing systems, processes and controls to mitigate the
emerging risks. However, management can do more to further improve the control
environment. In 2017, the envisaged risk was deemed high. The risk index was in the
high category at 6.8 at the beginning of the year, rising to 6.9 in the second quarter
and marginally decreasing to 6.5 in the third quarter and then slightly increasing in
the fourth quarter to 6.9.
The need for a more proactive approach in addressing the risk exposures cannot
therefore, be overemphasized. Enhanced stakeholder participation is also called for, as
the combating of activities such as smuggling requires concerted effort from all
stakeholders.
The risk trend is anticipated to continue in the high category during the forthcoming
year. The control environment is, however, projected to improve as the implemented
control measures begin to bear fruits.
4.7 Internal Audit Assignments
The Division executed forty-two (42) out of fifty- five (55) audit assignments on the
2017 Risk Based Internal Audit plan representing a 76% coverage. Over and above
the planned audits, the division carried out nine (9) ad-hoc assignments as requested
by management. The adhoc assignments were investigative and forensic in nature. In
addition, Quality Management System (QMS) follow-up audits were carried out
throughout the year.
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4.8. Forensic Audit Observations
The Forensic Audit Log implementation status was at 87%:
Table 24: Forensic Audit Log implementation status
Status
No of Findings
Resolved
56
Work in Progress
19
Unresolved
0
Total
75
Implementation of the 2017 Risk Based Internal Audit Plan (RBIA Plan)
Table 25: Implementation of the 2017 Risk Based Internal Audit Plan
Assignments Assignments WIP
planned
completed

Total 55
As a % of Total

42
76%

Assignments Ad
hoc Total
not done
assignments assignment
Done for
2017
1
12
9
51
1.8% 22%
16%
93%

Table above shows that 43 (78%) assignments were worked on during the year 2017
and by the close of the year 42 of these had been completed. 12 (22%) of the
planned assignments for the year could not be carried out due to a number of factors
and 9 unplanned assignments were carried out over the period.
4.9. Corporate Governance Assessment
A corporate governance assessment for 2016 was conducted. The results of the
assessment indicated how ZIMRA fared in the quality of its corporate governance
The results indicated that generally, ZIMRA had made commendable strides towards
embracing best practices in its corporate governance status.
A number of areas that call for improvement were identified and recommendations
were put forward for ZIMRA to consider as it seeks to improve its corporate
governance
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5. TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
5.1

Automation Projects

5.1.1. Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS)
The Electronic Cargo Tracking System was launched on 15 May 2017 under the
theme ‘Curbing Smuggling and Transit Fraud’. The ECTS tracks and monitors transit
cargo from the point of entry through Zimbabwe to the point of exit along 19 geofenced transit routes using electronic seals that are armed on all major commercial
cargo. This system is integrated into the ASYCUDA World system and covers
containerised cargo, break bulk cargo and fuel tankers.

ECTS Staff monitors transit cargo at the ECTS Command Centre

The monitoring is real time and the sealed cargo is constantly under the ECTS control
room’s radar throughout the 19 geo-fenced routes as shown by Fig. 10 above. The
armed electronic devices are linked to the Command Centre and any violations
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trigger alarms that are promptly responded to by Reaction Teams for corrective
action, which may involve penalties or seizure of the cargo and/or the truck.

Ms Annie Nhekede demonstrates the cargo sealing process during ECTS launch.

Impact of ECTS on Fuel Excise Duties
Figure 8: Fuel collection trend analysis.
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Figure 8 above indicates that collections for 2017 were higher than those for 2016 and
this can only be attributed to the effectiveness of E-sealing which ensures that
smuggling of fuel is curtailed.
5.1.2 Electronic Temporary Import Permit(E-TIP)
The eTIP platform was launched on 30 September 2017 at Beitbridge Border Post as a
tool that enables travellers to apply for their vehicle temporary import permits (TIPs)
online in advance, before they travel to Zimbabwe. The application can be done via a
web portal (https://ecustoms.zimra.co.zw/etip) or via an android mobile app that is
available on google play (ZIMRA eTIP).
The introduction of the eTIP brought convenience to travellers as they spend less time
having their TIPs manually processed at the border. Retrieval and validation now
takes on average 2 minutes, reducing turnaround time from 15 minutes thereby
minimising congestion at the borders.
5.1.3 E-Services
E-Services platform; where clients are now able to perform the following functions
from their offices is now operational:
§ Access their tax clearance certificates on-line;
§ Apply for new registrations on-line;
§ Amend existing registration details on-line;
§ Submit returns on - line;
§ Checking and viewing account status; and
§ Sending requests and queries on - line.
Clients experienced challenges with the E-services platform as they failed to lodge
returns on due dates and get Tax Clearance Certificates online. A consultant is
currently working towards a solution to the challenges faced. The Authority has since
upgraded the internet bandwidth and procured new hardware with high processing
power to reduce traffic congestion.
5.1.4 Fiscalisation
Fiscalisation is a Tax Management System to register business partners for Value
Added Tax (VAT). A total of 2,792 business partners were registered for Fiscalisation
in 2017 and to date a total of 8,397 clients are fiscalised. Fiscalisation has several
advantages for traders, the Authority and the economy. These include:
Efficient recording systems for clients,
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Reduction in the cost of compliance for the registered operators;
Efficient collection systems for the Authority;
Reduction in the cost of administration for the Authority;
Efficiency in business control and management for traders and ZIMRA;
Less paper work for traders and the Authority;
Shorter audit periods for ZIMRA and, therefore less business stoppages for the
trader to accommodate auditors; and
More revenue for the fiscus through minimising tax fraud.
5.2.

SAP and ASYCUDA World Updates

5.2.1. Systems Uptime

Figure 9: Systems Uptime

Several challenges were experienced on the ASYCUDA platform during the year with
significant downtimes experienced on 5 August and 13 December 2017.The
downtimes were mainly as a result of hardware challenges and the Authority has since
procured high end servers to ensure high availability and reduced processing time. The
servers will be delivered early next year and is expected to reduce system errors and
increase operational efficiency.
5.3. ZIMRA-RBZ Integration
The project currently under development aims to integrate the Authority’s ASYCUDA
system with the Central Bank’s Computerized Export Payment Exchange Control
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System (CEPECS). The integration will facilitate sharing of exchange control data on
Customs Declaration Form No. 1 (CD1 Form) processed by commercial banks on
behalf of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe for all commercial exports cleared by a Bill
of Entry in ASYCUDA.
The advantages of the project include:
§
§
§
§

Reduced processing time since common data is captured only once on CD1
registration.
Avoidance of duplication and inconsistency in data which results in
improved efficiencies and end-user satisfaction.
Allowing better planning and allocation of available resources, leading to
improved workflow and operational efficiencies.
Improved quality of statistical data from harmonization of data between
ZIMRA and RBZ.

5.4. ZIMRA-ZINARA Integration
The objective of integrating the ZIMRA and ZINARA systems is to achieve the Single
Window Concept which is part of the national Ease of Doing Business Project.
Under the Single Window Concept, all payments at Ports of Entry/ Exit in Zimbabwe
for all the Government Agencies operating at these ports will be made through
ZIMRA. Payment of transit fees captured in the ASYCUDA system will generate and
print a barcoded coupon that is verifiable at ZINARA tollgates.
5.5. Integration with Botswana Unified Revenue Services (BURS)
The Revenue Authorities of the Republic of Botswana and the Republic of Zimbabwe
collaborated under the auspices of Customs to Customs Cooperation to exchange
customs data. The integration will enable data exchange between Government
Agencies and customs stakeholders.
5.6. ZIMRA- Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA)
A Joint Information and Communications Technology (ICT) team was constituted to
develop modalities for electronic exchange of data between the two Customs
management systems. The project aims to provide a long term solution that enables
data exchange in order to facilitate implementation of the Virtual One Stop Border
Post (OSBP) at Victoria Falls.
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ZIMRA, ZAMBIA Revenue Authority delegates pose for a group photo after the signing of the
Zimbabwe – Zambia MOU.
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6. HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT

ZIMRA is a learning organisation. Human Capital Development entails efficient and
effective talent management, employee engagement and employee wellness. An
effective, efficient and motivated human resource base is created through
advancement of knowledge and skills development.
ZIMRA’s current human capital turnover levels are shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10: Current human capital turnover levels
6.1 Talent Management
The Authority recognises that its strength lies in its human capital. Human resources
are the most valuable resource of any organisation. ZIMRA continues to nurture its
available pool of talent.
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Shining star……ZIMRA Revenue Officer, Sandra Chihaka poses for a picture with other award
winners at the 2nd WCO ESA Regional Research Conference in Kenya.

6.2. Employee Engagement
Management continuously engaged employees to promote and sustain good
industrial relations. Works Council Meetings were held at station, regional and
national levels. Two Employee Satisfaction Surveys were conducted during the year.
The second half 2017 Employee Satisfaction Survey included managerial staff.
Employee satisfaction survey stand at 53% as compared to 57.5% recorded during
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the first half of 2017. Managerial employee satisfaction survey increased from 64.9%
to 72.8% in the second half of 2017. 1145 employees fully participated in the survey
and 295 partially completed the survey. This was a marked increase in comparison to
764 non-managerial and 61 managerial employees, who participated in the first
quarter. However, the results are still below the organizational target of 80% for
2017.
Staff Housing Loan Facility
Cumulatively, 321 staff members (137 managers and 184 non-managerial staff)
managed to access housing loans. The target by 31 December 2017 was 515 (160
managers and 355 non-managerial staff) which could not be achieved mainly because
of the prevailing economic situation and the fact that the majority of the employees
are heavily borrowed. This has affected their credit rating. Meetings were held with
CBZ and National Building Society (NBS) management on the mortgage loan facility
for non-managerial staff.
6.3. Employee Wellness
The Authority is fully aware of the importance and benefits of maintaining a healthy
workforce. The Employee Wellness and HIV/AIDS Policies were approved by the
Board during the year. Further, various Health and Safety Workshops were conducted
within the Authority. These include Inter Revenue Games, wellness programmes, Fire
Drills, Family Planning, Retirement Planning, World AIDS Day commemorations,
Stress Management, Annual Health and Safety Galas.

ZIMRA staff going through training at the Health and Safety Gala

Health and Safety meetings were conducted throughout the year. Stations were
assisted in managing the testing and re-assignment of Thermoluminescent (TLD)
badges. The readings obtained from the badges indicated that risk exposure to
radiation was low. The Radiation Protection Authority of Zimbabwe (RPAZ) was
engaged and confirmed the safety of the (TLD) badges used by the Authority.
Industrial Relations as well as health and safety audits revealed that the working
environment was generally good.
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7. AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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8. CLIENTS CHARTER

8.1. Core Values
Our core values are Integrity, Transparency and Fairness.
8.2. Service Delivery
. We commit ourselves to meeting the following minimum standards in our service
delivery: Answer the telephone promptly and courteously.
. Acknowledge all correspondence within 48 hours and respond in 14 working days.
. All objections will be determined and the decision communicated to clients within 60
days from the date of receipt of the letter of objection.
. All members of the public who call at our inland offices will be attended to within 15
minutes of arrival.
. Upon meeting requirements for VAT or PAYE, clients will be registered within one
working day.
. Upon meeting requirements for Customs, commercial consignments will be cleared
within three working hours from the submission of correct and complete
documentation unless selected for physical examination.
. Income Tax assessments will be issued within three months from the date the correct
return is submitted.
. All passengers on a flight will be cleared within two hours.
. A busload with bona-fide travellers will be cleared within an hour.
. Physical examination of road, air and containerised cargo will be done within
48 hours.
8.3. ZIMRA’s Obligations to Clients
. We are accountable to the nation of Zimbabwe.
. We shall conduct our business within the confines of the Law.
. We do not tolerate smuggling, tax evasion, corruption, favouritism and
discrimination.
We are here to serve you and we are open to your suggestions, criticisms and advice.
. We shall carry out our duties professionally, diligently and courteously.
. We shall clearly explain the procedure and your rights should you be required to
undergo a physical search.
. We promise to handle your information with strict confidence and to maintain
your privacy.
. We are committed to minimising your compliance costs.
. We shall carry or wear the proper identification at all times as we carry out our duties
8.4. Information
We are committed to providing proactive client education, which includes:
. Making relevant information available to clients, orally and in the print/electronic
media as well as on our website (www.ZIMRA.co.zw).
. Making available pamphlets, posters and relevant material.
. Access to a Client Care staff member at any station.
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8.5. Client’s Obligations
In return, the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority requires you to comply with all relevant laws,
by providing accurate and complete information. More specifically:
. To treat our staff fairly and with courtesy.
. To submit statutory returns and make payments due within the required time.
. To be open and honest in providing any additional information that may be requested.
. To be fully co-operative in all business dealings with the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority.
. To report and refrain from corrupt tendencies in all dealings with the Zimbabwe Revenue
Authority.
. To ensure that you have accurately completed all the necessary forms before departure
from or arrival into Zimbabwe.
To be aware that all travellers, baggage or cargo are subject to physical examinations.
. To use the services of a licensed clearing agent if you are importing or exporting
commercial cargo. The list of licensed clearing agents can be accessed on our website
(www.zimra.co.zw).
Remember, it is your right to see the next senior member of staff on duty or the head of
the station if you are not satisfied with the level of service delivery from any staff member
of the authority.
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Notes

Notes

Integrity . Transparency . Fairness

